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Music composed in the United States during the twentieth century is distinguished in mood and style from 
what was developing in Europe at the same time. The search for a style reflecting the unique cultural and 
economic environment of the New World is manifested by an eclectic mix of styles and traditions. Music 
of twentieth-century America is an experimental mix of jazz and other popular music idioms with neo-
classical and avant-garde tonal language. The resulting style is often a depiction of American life, both in 
line with urban development and rural nostalgia. 
 
Aaron Copland’s (1900–1990) music has been highly influential in developing a quintessential American 
musical style that is distinguished from European music. Copland’s musical training took place first at the 
American Conservatory (1921) and then in Paris (1921–24), where he studied with Nadia Boulanger. 
Music in France during this time was highly influenced by jazz music halls and cabarets. With that, in 
addition to Copland’s upbringing where he was exposed to jazz and blues music, the composer 
integrated a jazz style with a traditional musical vocabulary. Both Nocturne and Ukulele Serenade were 
composed in 1926 and represent Copland’s use of jazz and other modern chromaticisms with traditional 
forms (ie. nocturne and serenade). 
 
The violin and piano in Nocturne are largely independent of each other. Rhythmically, the two voices have 
different types of groupings (3+5/8 in the piano and 5+3/8 in the violin). While not technically 
polyrhythmic, the differences in rhythmic inflection are notable and contribute to the individuality of the 
two parts. There is some imitation between piano and violin, but the primary feature of this nocturne is the 
interplay of different voices. With the return of Tempo I, the piano takes on an additional voice, making 
registral leaps with the right hand to incorporate the new melodic presence.  
 
Where Nocturne is luscious and dramatic in its motivic characterisations, Ukulele Serenade is lively and 
dissonant, with more clashes and exchanges between piano and violin. The violin has the primary melody 
while the piano offers crisp rhythmic support. In the middle section, the violin has a beautiful song-like 
melody which returns to a fast, dance-like chromatic exploit for the final section. Here, there are role 
reversals between violin and piano, where the piano takes over in melody and is supported rhythmically 
by pizzicato violin.  



 
The music of John Corigliano (b. 1938) is dramatic, highly experimental and poetic, and generally large 
in scope. Corigliano studied at Columbia University until graduating in 1959, and went on to have a 
distinguished career as a composer and professor. He has won numerous contemporary music awards 
for his large-scale works such as the opera The Ghosts of Versailles (1987) and the film score for The 
Red Violin (1999). Political and social activism is key to much of Corigliano’s work, particularly his Of 
Rage and Remembrance (1991), a memorial piece for the victims of AIDS.  
 
Snapshot: Circa 1909 was composed in 2003 for the Elements Quartet. After being asked to compose a 
quartet inspired by a photograph, Corigliano chose a photo depicting his eight-year-old father playing 
violin alongside an older teenage brother on guitar. Corigliano’s father, who was then only just a boy, 
grew up to be an extremely successful violinist and was concertmaster of the New York Philharmonic for 
more than twenty-five years. “Snapshot” captures dream-like imagery which incorporates a beautiful 
melody in the second violin with guitar-like pizzicato accompaniment from the rest of the quartet. 
Following the initial theme, Corigliano adds a dream-like soaring melody in the first violin - the boy violinist 
dreaming of what he was to become. 
 
Known for his minimalist music and contemporary operas, John Adams (b. 1947) started composing at 
the age of ten and attended Harvard University for composition in 1965–72. During this time, he also 
played clarinet with the Boston Symphony Orchestra. In the early 1970s, Adams moved to San Francisco 
and became involved with the Bay Area music scene, conducting the San Francisco Conservatory’s New 
Music Ensemble. Adams always differentiated his musical style from that of the European and American 
avant-garde, and his primarily modal tonality is infused with emotionally expressive motives and 
orchestration.  
 
John’s Book of Alleged Dances was commissioned by the Kronos Quartet in 1994 and is scored for 
string quartet over pre-recorded prepared piano. There are ten dances in total (six of which are presented 
in this program) that can be played in any order. The dances are “alleged” because they neither indicate 
specific steps nor are associated to any existing dance forms, but instead have a general dance-like 
character. Each piece heard here is energetic and the thematic interactions between instruments are 
complex yet engaging. “Habanera” demonstrates Adams’s interest in the Spanish style, with a melody led 
by the first violin. 
 
Primarily known as a widely successful instrumentalist (fiddle, guitar, and banjo), Mark O’Connor (b. 
1961) has developed a virtuosic violin performance style that is centered on improvisation and ear 
training more than the European-style Suzuki techniques. He is well-versed as a performer in numerous 
genres beyond classical music, including jazz, bluegrass, and rock.  
 
Appalachia Waltz appears on O’Connor’s 1996 album of the same name. It was originally composed for 
a trio of O’Connor, cellist Yo-Yo Ma, and double-bassist Edgar Meyer. This arrangement for solo violin is 
a highly expressive and nostalgic Civil War tune. The celestial melodies heard in Appalachia Waltz 
transport the listener to a time and space that is rooted in Appalachian America.  
 
Aaron Jay Kernis (b. 1960) studied composition at the San Francisco Conservatory (where he was a 
student of John Adams), the Manhattan School, and Yale University. His compositions have been award-
winning in their juxtaposition of numerous musical styles. Kernis’s career has been segmented into three 
periods: his first period up to 1983, when Kernis used strict pre-compositional processes in his works; his 
second period (1983–88), which was highly expressive and intuitive, with dissonant lyricism; and the third 
period following 1988, during which Kernis began to adhere to traditional forms and emotional continuity.   



 
Air was composed in 1995 and is in a relatively simple song form with some developing variation in 
themes. The beautiful air melody of the violin is accompanied by a nostalgic hymn-like texture in the 
piano. The piece is mostly in Eb Major, but with regular key changes and Kernis’s treatment of melody 
and accompaniment, the modality feels remote and captivates the listener’s attention throughout.  
 
Peter Schickele (b. 1935) is widely known for his comic alter-ego, P.D.Q. Bach, the pseudonym under 
which he creates satirical Baroque and Classical music. He gives regular concerts and makes 
appearances across America as a satirist. Schickele’s compositional style is an eclectic mix of non-tonal 
postmodernism with jazz, rock, and other popular and folk idioms. His music has been highly successful 
in drawing audiences to the concert hall.  
 
The Quartet for clarinet, violin, cello and piano is in four movements, each with a distinct character. 
The first movement has a main melody that begins in the clarinet and is passed eagerly through the other 
instruments in solos and duets. Each instrument has periods of rest while the others are highlighted. The 
second movement is in a repetitive da capo form with energetic arpeggios in all instruments. Following 
the first da capo is a piano solo, and after the second there is a slower, more lyrical coda. A tranquil 
harmonised melody leads the third movement, with beautiful contrapuntal harmonies and a meandering 
piano line. Constant changes in time signature enhance the elasticity of this movement and prepare for 
the contrasting, strictly rhythmic, fourth movement that has dance-like triplets and syncopations, with a 
virtuosic cello melody answered by clarinet, violin, and piano. The B section in this movement is quieter, 
less rhythmically direct, but a return to the original rhythmic material occurs as the clarinet emerges once 
again as the main solo voice. The finale contains fast scale passages in all instruments, the chaos ending 
on a dramatic, conclusive chord. 
 


